
Stainless Steel Urinal Troughs
SLPN 02, SLPN 03, SLPN 04, SLPN 05

Characteristics

Supply Specifi cation
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Dimensions 

 vandal-proof
 stainless steel wall hung urinal trough with integrated  
 fl ushing head
 different lenghts could be made to order
 material AISI - 304
 brushed fi nish

Technical Specifi cation

Water inlet  male thread G 1/2"
Rate of flow  
 SLPN 02  12 l/min. by the pressure
   0,3 MPa (inf. data)
 SLPN 03  24 l/min. by the pressure 
   0,3 MPa (inf. data)
 SLPN 04  36 l/min. by the pressure 
   0,3 MPa (inf. data)
 SLPN 05  48 l/min. by the pressure
   0,3 MPa (inf. data)

SLPN 02  -  Supply No. 91020  stainless steel urinal trough 600 mm with fl ushing head (1 pc.),
     angle valve with a fi lter, mounting set, cover for siphon, siphon
SLPN 03  -  Supply No. 91030  stainless steel urinal trough 1200 mm with fl ushing head (2 pcs.),
     angle valve with a fi lter, mounting set, cover for siphon, siphon
SLPN 04  -  Supply No. 91040  stainless steel urinal trough 1800 mm with fl ushing head (3 pcs.),
     angle valve with a fi lter, mounting set, cover for siphon, siphon
SLPN 05  -  Supply No. 91050  stainless steel urinal trough 2400 mm with fl ushing head (4 pcs.), 
     angle valve with a fi lter, mounting set, cover for siphon, siphon

SLPN 02

Recommended Accessories

SLP 01Z - Supply No. 01011 time-controlled fl ushing unit for urinal troughs
SLP 05N - Supply No. 42052 automatic fl ushing unit for a group of urinals, 24 V DC
SLP 05NZ - Supply No. 42053 automatic fl ushing unit for a group of urinals and integrated power supply, 230 V AC
 

SLPN 05

* for the height of the front edge of the urinal 650 mm above the fl oor


